Testimonials
- I had the luck to discover the benefits of the Dien Chan because of Sandrine. In
fact, since a few months I had aches and pains in the ear every morning, it was a
kind of tinnitus. I thought that there was nothing to do about it or at least that was
what most of the people used to tell me… Until the day when I discovered the Dien
Chan: From the second session the pain disappeared like by magic! Thanks a lot
Sandrine for your gift and for your capacity to heal…
Caceres, June 13, 2014

- Thanks a lot to Sandrine for this flash session of Dien Chan at the therapy fairs in
Lyon 4eme in May. As soon as the session ended, the pain in my elbow, ankle and
knee disappeared. 2 or 3 days after they came back, even stronger than before, but
then disappeared again for good while I had had those pains for a few months. I
suppose that each individual will react differently. For me the pain came out but the
result is there and happened during a flash session! Sandrine is extremely kind and
works in conscience with heart and joy for a perfect result in the end!!! Thanks a lot
Sandrine. Monique
Monique, June 7, 2014
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- Hello, this testimonial is a small way of expressing how thankful I am to Sandrine
and the Dien Chan, which permitted me to avoid a lot of inconvenience. First of all it
is important to highlight that less than a year ago I suffered from repetitive throat
infections, as well as an operation because of the apparition of a phlegmon. Hence
today, after the arrival of a new throat infection, I let you imagine my fear of going
back to the hospital for a very painful intervention. I therefore decided to visit
Sandrine. The next day after the session this throat infection that had just started
disappeared. I plan by the way to continue those sessions for a while since they
benefit me a lot physically and morally. Thanks a lot again Sandrine for using this
method with such a communicative joy.
Séverine, March 11, 2014

- It is true that when I arrived at Sandrine Agi’s I was in a state of suffering and
tiredness (Tendon transplant, sciatic, depression). The first sessions calmed down
the inner fire that I had and slowly my energy came back during the 6 following
months. Now I only come along once per trimester to maintain my energy on top. I
managed to exercise sport with even more energy than before. You need to trust
Sandrine, be able to let yourself transported by her presence and her technique and
let everything go, and all of this will give back a certain philosophy of life and a
cooling down.

Marie Christine,

- When I discovered Dien Chan, I benefited from a personalised health care retrieved
from a present card. I just passed 1H15 in the hands of Sandrine, and I recommend
that method. For all the physical and psychological pains (often linked), she will
know how to heal you. Thanks for that session.
.
Paul,
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- Hello everyone.
It’s been a few weeks since Sandrine follows me and she permitted me to rediscover
my energy, the force to fight, and the ability to step back when facing the painful
moments of life. I wasn’t sleeping well at night and now I am sleeping well every
night. My son of 8 years old, annoyed by the pressure of his classmates, had started
to pee in bed again. In one session the problem was solved! However it does not
work for everyone since one of my connections did not felt the expected results: but
as Sandrine says a lot: “I can’t be the therapist of everyone”. But for my son she
managed to resolve his problem in one session!! And for my part she gave me back
equilibrium, the joy of living and my serenity. Thanks a lot Sandrine

Alexandra,
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- Suffering since 4 years of acute tendinitis in the shoulder, it became impossible for
me to raise my arms higher than the shoulder level, to do some arm rotation and
not even to force while I had my arms taut even to fill a glass of water. Having
nothing more to loose, and after having endure shock waves, ultrasounds,
electrotherapy, traditional physiotherapy and worse, as a double infiltration of
cortisone in each shoulder having the only effect to hide the misery for 1 month and
½ and to let the reappearance of the pain in the centuples (since the pain is
occulted we tend to excessively force and to hurt yourself without noticing). I heard
about Sandrine and her method. From the first appointment, my left shoulder, the
least hurt, found back its energy however still conserving a light rigidity. For the
right shoulder, the most sensitive, I could 1 hour after the appointment, raise my
arms above my head and take it back along my body without feeling any pain. The
rotations and efforts were still sensitive. Since Saturday, I got a second session:
PURE HAPPINNESS. I don’t have any more pain in the left arm. I can now, after 12
hours of nap, realise rotations (but by continuing to be careful). I can even serve a
glass to my table neighbour without dying of pain. Honestly, I can’t wait for my next
appointment in 3 weeks and which normally should be the last one for the curative
side. Since then, I always do some advertising for the Dien Chan and Sandrine Agi,
all with softness and kindness. Marvellous!
Pothier Frédéric, January 20, 2014

- You are right to be careful with the medicine on your website that I have visited,
but it seems quite impressive. Well done, I will send you my wife. Gérard
Gérard, December 10, 2013
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Hello everyone, I wanted to express my relief and my well being after my first
session of Dien Chan with Sandrine. First of all thank you Sandrine for your
welcoming, your capacity to ease and the words, the good advises that we take
away with us to prolong the benefits of the first session. The majority of the pain
decreased from the first session. Only one very painful point of sciatic was still
sensitive. I was tired after days and days of pain, added with a weak general state,
lack of energy, difficulties to concentrate and frequent sadness. I came back relieved
and more relaxed. I am more in the present now, more positive. I am going to
extend this first approach to the Dien Chan because I am feeling better, still fragile I
know that I still need to get stabilised. Thank you Sandrine.
Sylvie Damidot, December 8, 2013

- This summer my mom and I took the opportunity to discover this method practiced
by Sandrine Agi. First of all I need to make an allusion to the magnificent treatment
received from her. She is a person extremely nice, kind and who makes you aware of
your problems. I visited her because my mom was suffering from a horrible pain on
the left side of her body from the shoulder to the ankle, she could barely walk. The
doctors said that it was arthrosis and that the only thing that we could do was to use
some anti-inflammatory. An acquaintance told us about this method and we decided
to try it. I am not saying that my mom felt better instantly miraculously, but she
started to feel better day after day until now!!! It is perfect!
We will for sure travel regularly to Lyon and always approach in order to visit
Sandrine. Even the only action of talking with her transmits you so much peace that
it is worth it.
A kiss from Madrid
Natacha : october 11, 2013
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- Interested in “parallel activities” Reiki, EMT, PNL… It is while I was at a fair that I
approached Sandrine and her surprising activity with quite uncommon tools! A little
bit of tiredness and your immune system is stimulated, a little moment of sadness
and your energy decreases and makes you express what is to heavy. Even if we
don’t really explain it, neophyte that we are, the technique deserves to be known,
discovered, and more importantly experimented. Efficacious for the everyday life
problems and to re-equilibrate our emotions, it is up to everyone to take the
necessary time. A personal bubble as if we were in the sky, and just that is able to
ease. A surprising discovery and a beautiful encounter, since Sandrine with softness
releases emotions and feelings in the respect of the other. A touching goodwill, it is
so rare now our days and so important for the cure and for the exchange. Beautiful
philosophies as well, thank you and see you soon. Dana
Dana, october 9, 2013

- As I was on a trip to Lyon and suffering from a strong pain in the shoulder, a friend
recommended me Sandrine Agi, the appointment was taken in emergency. Thank
you Sandrine for your effective care and your generosity… Some beautiful
individuals still exist in our world… And you are one of them. See you soon. Janot.
Janot d’avignon (sanvicens),

What products the sound that appease the pain use the vital parts of our body to
relax and relieve us… We feel a sort of wave (enjoyable, relaxing) thanks
Paul, 11 Yo
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Dear Sandrine,
First of all I would like to thank you for your dexterity and your talent in the art of
dien chan that I didn’t know before meeting you. I came towards you because my
legs were causing me too much pain, and already from the 3rd cession, my
lymphatic circulation seemed to be revived because my legs appeared much more
lighter and I can mosturise my legs without feeling pain ! I would also like to thank
you for your welcoming a this so amazing sentence « A Chaque Jour Suffit Sa Joie.
Thanks for being what you are.
Guillermain, September 12 2013

When you push the door of Sandrine’s office, it is necessary to let everything that
you already experimented behind and to let yourself being guided. The main key
word of the Dien Chan are respect and kindliness, moreover Sandrine will guide you
with the greatest kindness and without any judgement. Three sessions separate our
encounter; three sessions that made me gain back my hope, force and courage
while I was suffering from pains, after a poisoning from prescribed medicine that
instead of helping, made me sick, after the diagnostic of the fibromyalgia syndrome.
A syndrome not well-known, dividing the medical body, and where the sick person,
already suffering from a physical pain and suffering from a chronic tiredness
paralysing him and taking away all of his life, have as well to handle the
disagreement of the medical world and its contempt, leading him generally to a huge
confusion. At Sandrine’s, I was taken seriously and did not get judged and I think
that above everything else the Dien Chan can be of a great help for anyone that is
left aside by the modern medicine. It can be also interesting as prevention. After
three sessions I am feeling better, the pain got calmed down and I’m starting to
neutralise them, I found back my force, my appetite but especially some mind force
that I had lost since a long time. Hence, I don’t know how to convince you to go, to
trust and to live that experience fully, but one thing is sure, it cannot harm to try and
you could face a true revelation, it will depend for everyone. An other point, and not
the least, Sandrine is in the JOY and know how to transmit it, she is positive and in
this world the joy is a treasure of health that we should all take care to cultivate,
precious tool. Good experience to everyone that will try it, live it fully, have a nice
road.
Chamalowgi, August 29, 2013
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I knew the Dien Chan that permitted me to gain back my interior calm and serenity
because of the cure and the sincere kindliness of Sandrine Agi. My son of 6 years
old, apparently “feeling good about himself”, could not be clean at night… We used
to put him some diapers, which was starting to make him feel uncomfortable since
there was a planned night out with the school in spring. Sandrine directly explained
us that 3 sessions would be necessary in order for us to hope for the best. After the
first session, I felt that my son was emotionally expressing himself. In fact, during the
cure, he felt asleep, totally in confidence and we had troubles to wake him up!
During the 2nd session, I felt that an improvement was starting to get expressed.
And 15 days after my son told me that he did not want to put some diapers
anymore, he stopped to get wet at night directly. I admit that I was “shocked” since
we had had troubles with our other children during months in order to succeed. The
allopathic medicine does not know how to efficiently treat enuresis… The 3rd
session allowed a consolidation of everything! I thanks a lot again Sandrine for her
discretion, her warm welcome, and her kindliness manner to take care of young
children. A true delight!
Blanche, June 21, 2013

I know Sandrine since 3 years. Her goodwill, softness, listening, smile and therefore
her personality represents by itself a cure. She firstly treated me for a haemorrhagic
rectocolite that I couldn’t get read of since a few years. Today it’s been a year that I
am in remission. I after told her about my contentious with my boss. A few weeks
later a new one replaced my old boss! She also treats my 11 years old daughter for
her stress problems. As soon as I am not feeling well or that I am too stressed, I
book an appointment! Thanks a lot Sandrine!
Caroline

I started the sessions of Dien Chan in March in order to diminish my pollen allergies.
Today, I have no more spring allergies with sneezing, cries and rhinitis… I can
enjoy fully the sun. What a pleasure!!! Thanks a lot for your care and your listening
Sandrine.
Laetitia, June 9, 2013
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SCEPTICAL before… Now CONVINCED! Touched by the LMA, since 20 months, I was
suffering from the secondary effects of the chemotherapy treatment without the
allopathic medication having any effect to ease the constant tiredness, nausea and
diverse other pains. Since I had nothing to loose, at the end of January of this year I
decided to try my first session of Dien Chan with Mrs Agi. During the second and
third following day I could observe an incontestable benefit. There on I confirmed
from my friends and my family that I was looking much better! I am at my fourth
session and of course WITHOUT STOPPING THE CHEMO, my physical state is now
acceptable. We can argue that it is only an illusion suggested but then why did
shortness of breath, nauseas, great tiredness, dizziness and others practically
disappear? My surrounding testifies of my incontestable “revival”? Apart from the
well being brought by the Dien Chan which any person suffering from any physical or
moral pain should resort of it, I want to pay tribute to Sandrine for her listening, her
openness of mind, her kindness and her softness. A great GREAT thanks to
Sandrine.
Roland.L, April 27, 2013

I discovered Sandrine and her method during a fair, and I am very pleased about it
and recommend her with great pleasure. Thanks again.
Aurore, April 15, 2013

With all my heart, I hope that my message will encourage you to try Dien Chan which,
since one year aloud me to revive myself. Sandrine and the Dien Chan will allow you,
as it did for me, to put words on the pains of the body and the heart. Thanks.
Sylvie MB, February, 24 2013
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I had not heard about that method. I knocked at Sandrine’s door while I was in a
very stressing period, and especially in depression. The Dien Chan allowed me to
ease and to reach my problems with confidence and perspective. I particularly
appreciate Sandrine for her softness and her speaking that gives you back
confidence and serenity. Thank you Sandrine.
Béatrice, , January 31, 2013

Thank you Sandrine for your kindness and your devotion and most importantly thank
you for allowing my daughter to avoid her repetitive cystitis. A method that is not
well known but that deserves to be known.
Sylvie,

Even if I am an adept of natural medicine, I did not know the Dien Chan. Suffering
from sinusitis and nasal polyposis, I tried everything. In vain. One session with
Sandrine allowed me to relieve the pain. Her kindness and efficiency push us anyway
to see her more than once! The Dien Chan allows us to harmonise our body and
mental, which of course plays a primary role in our healing. Thank you Sandrine
Sirine, January 18, 2013

I had not heard about that method and after a pneumonia that was staying I tested
Sandrine’s method that brought me a better feeling and an acceleration of my
healing, all by continuing at that same time my treatment given by my pulmonologist;
I continue to benefit from this method once a month, in a preventive manner, for my
health and my well-being. Thank you Sandrine for your kindness
Marielle, January 11, 2013
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I did not know the Dien Chan but since I am attracted to every types of non-invasive
natural medicine, I wanted to try following my mother’s advice. First of all I directly
went along well with Sandrine and felt the effects from the first session! The Dien
Chan helped me to put words on some emotions, to regulate them and most
importantly to step back in order to evolve better in my life. But the most important
was that it allowed me to relax! Excellent results on every pain! I highly recommend
to anyone concerned about its heath and well-being, no need to go to the doctor
now!
Charlotte, December 19, 2012

I met Sandrine during a fair and after a small session, I felt less stressed and I
decided to take an appointment: after 10 days, I went out of my depression and I
felt better, I had not slept that well since a long time. Most importantly, I found back
the happiness of leaving, and that’s what Sandrine told me in my first session while I
was only asking for some serenity in the middle of my little chaos! I continue the
sessions in order for my brain to incorporate correctly all of this and to avoid a new
depression as the one I met in my life. Thank you Sandrine for your great humanity!
Chantal, December 12, 2012

At the age of 9 month I had the polio, I had 14 surgical interventions that allowed
me to walk with a huge handicap but for me it was pure happiness, I managed to get
married and have to beautiful daughters, today I am 47 years old and since a year
my life became a nightmare, I could not climb the steps alone anymore in my house
(We sold it!!!!) and then I could not walk alone, impossible to climb or get down from
the pavement without falling. The result was that I locked myself at home.
Fortunately, I met a friend that recommended me to visit Sandrine, I had nothing to
loose. In one session I felt better on my legs, I managed to walk alone again and to
get down and climb from the pavements. I thank Sylvie a true friend for sending me
at Sandrine’s that eased me but who also is an extraordinary individual. For my
family and I we found a soft and efficacious method that suits us perfectly.
Maria, december 13, 2012
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A very effective solution for individuals that don’t like needles; by means of the Dien
chan my back pain disappeared in 3 sessions while I had been suffering for years,
thanks Sandrine, this method deserves to be known!
Nathalie, 15 of May 2012

Excellent, I felt a great relief after the session, I strongly recommend the Dien Chan.
Thanks Sandrine and see you soon.
Marie-Noelle, 9 of May 2012

Before, I had never heard of this method and yet I am an adept to every soft
medicine. From the first session, after lumbago, I felt an aeration in the bottom of
the back and an inexplicable energy. I recommend you to try it, this is worth the
time!
Gil, 8th of May 2012

I did a lot of road and tried a lot of different methods but the Dien Chan revealed
itself to be very efficacious… I recommend you to try it since the result is very quick
and practically immediate. You don’t need a never-ending number of sessions;
perfect for the people that needs a quick result! I am certainly not a profitable client
but I will come back without any hesitation! If needed…
Frank.B, 7th of May 2012

I allow my self to write a little word to say that I tested the Dien Chan with Sandrine
Agi, and that I was very satisfied by this method. Indeed, I had a lumbago and I was
pleasantly surprised by the quick and durable result by this therapy on the acute
pain. Thanks again for your care.
Didier, 7th of May 2012
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During a therapeutically fair I met Sandrine that had the kindness to explain her
method – I did not know the Dien Chan – At the beginning I tried this method by
curiosity that does not require any medicine to be ingested. I am a person stressed
and on the day when I tried it and during the 48 hours that followed I felt a pleasant
relaxation – On the first night I slept better, as a baby – I have the impression to be
“cleared” from everything that I don’t need anymore – I hope that my testimonial
will help other people, try the Dien Chan since it is by trying that we can really realise
what it can bring us.
Rosa, 7th of May 2012

Hello, during a therapeutically fair at the Croix Rousse, I stopped at Sandrine’s stand
who practices the Dien Chan. My eyes were crying since a few weeks and had a
conjunctivitis that I was treating but that had problems to ease. One session with
Sandrine stopped everything during the 2/3 days that followed, I trusted her and it
was a good decision!! Since then I talk about that method around me since it is an
excellent method…
Anonymous, 4th of May 2012

The Dien Chan is a very particular method and not known in France so I admit that I
had a lot of troubles at the beginning to believe that it could bring me some
concrete results. But after having tried it a number of times with Sandrine Agi I have
to admit that I don’t have anymore doubts and that that method made its proofs, at
least for me. It permits me to treat an unimaginable number of pains that are there
since a long time or recently or even allergies (with itching!!!) caused by the stress I
think, and that the Dien Chan allowed me to eliminate entirely knowing that I went to
see a doctor earlier and that I followed a treatment, since that even by night, the
itching was so important that I could not sleep. I hope that my testimonial allowed
you to get convinced that the Dien Chan is a method that is, at least for me, very
efficacious and that sometimes, can even help when the traditional medicine is
inefficacious.
Marion, 4th of May 2012
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